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Modelled Owls

Used Material Article No. Qty
Papier Maché, nature, 250 g 608817 as needed

Papier Maché, nature, 2500 g 492458 as needed

Material need little owl approx. 250 g papier maché

Material need large owl approx. 500 g papier maché

Balloons, approx. ø 230 mm, assorted colors, set of 100 537477 1

Styrofoam medallion, white, ø 80 mm (little owl) 548997 2

Styrofoam medallion, white, ø 100 mm (big owl) 549063 2

Art Potch Napkins glue 150 ml 451373 1

Servietten - Set Pastell, ca. 330 x 330 mm, 20er-Set 607280 1

Marabu Acrylic - Decormatt 50 ml, white 455713 1

Marabu Acrylic - Decormatt 50 ml, black 455724 1

edding 3000 - permanent marker, 1,5-3 mm, black 536039 1

Recommended Tools/Material
Sculpting Roller, approx. ø 25 mm x 200 mm 807196 1

FIMO® Cutter set, approx. 110 - 150 x 20 mm, set of 4 527333 1

Cutter Set Ring, approx. ø 29-112 mm, 14 pieces 541375 1

BOSCH glue gun PKP 18E electronic 301128 1

Glue sticks, approx. Ø 11 x 200 mm, 25 pieces 301139 1

Needed Tools
Measuring cup, scale, whisk, water cup, sculpting roller, film, sharp knife, Ring Cutter, bristle brushes, scissors, stones or sand, adhesive film, glue 
gun with accessories
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Mix the papier maché by product instructions with water. Inflate balloon in a desired size, cover with paper maché.

Smooth the surface with water.

Cut out a triangle for the beak.

Roll an approx. 5 mm thick piece of papier maché.

Cut out a circle for the wings and cut in half.
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Press the wings with some water at the owl body. Dry the papier maché 
body about 3 - 4 days.

Prime the styrofoam medallions with white paint.

Fill the dried Owl body with some stones.

Cut the napkin in the desired shape. Remove the top layer of the napkin 
and fix it with napkin glue on the medallions. I.e.: lay the napkin with 
the bottom and put the glue on top of the napkin. The adhesive dries 
transparent.

Close the opening with papier maché close, let papier maché dry.

Paint eyes with the edding pen. Prime the beak with black paint. Allow the 
paint to dry.
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Stick owl body and wings with the napkins as described.  
Dry the adhesive layer.

Fix the beak and eyes with the hot glue gun.
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Have Fun!
Your Opitec Creative Team


